
School Closure/Self isolation pack - Reception 

 

In the event of school being required to close, the following activities should allow you to 

continue your child’s education at home. 
 

Each day, please try to do some reading, phonics, writing and some number work.  Ideas for 

constructive lego play are also included. 

 

Reading – use Floppy’s Phonics Online (see below) – ebooks are available at all levels as well 

practise for blending sounds together to read and segmenting sounds to spell. 

 

Writing – please use the exercise book provided and encourage children to write a daily 

journal – just a sentence about something they have done would be fine.  It can also be used 

to practise spellings.  For children who are more confident writers, encourage them to write 

more – perhaps a short recount of an event or a short story or review of something they 

have read – please also encourage them to draw pictures to match.  Encourage use of the 

sound mats and tricky word sheets to help with spelling and where possible let children work 

out how to spell words themselves.  

 

Handwriting - printouts are available from TWINKL and SPARKLEBOX showing correct 

orientation for letters and numbers. 

 

Maths – objectives and ideas for activities are detailed below.  Useful websites include: 

Twinkl  (details below)  and Top marks (online website with lots of games and activities for 

phonics and maths). 

 

 

For a 30 day lego challenge please see the following link:  

 

https://mk0freehomescho2g81n.kinstacdn.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/01/Lego30daychallenge.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mk0freehomescho2g81n.kinstacdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Lego30daychallenge.pdf
https://mk0freehomescho2g81n.kinstacdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Lego30daychallenge.pdf


 

I have set up a class login for the OXFORD READING TREE 

FLOPPY’S PHONICS SCHEME that we are currently using in 
school.   

 

The details are as follows: 

 Find   Oxford Owl Online  

 Select  Oxford Owl for Schools 

 Select Class Login   

 Enter  username:  Belvedere reception   password: 

Icanread  

 On the home page you can select  -  ebooks  or   

Floppy's Phonics extra practise zone.   

 

The “extra practise zone” is useful for learning and practising new sounds and in the ebooks 

section you can access a range of Oxford Reading Tree books at all levels. 

Obviously it is good for children to read real books and this is not intended to replace that.  

It is, however, an enjoyable way for pupils to practise key reading and phonics skills.  If you 

have any problems accessing the site or questions regarding this, please let me know. 

 

 

The teaching website TWINKL is currently offering a one month free membership to all 

parents and teachers to help in the current crisis.  Membership will give you access to a full 

range of resources to teach all of the key objectives for Reception.  Powerpoint 

presentations, activities and worksheets can be found in all these areas on TWINKL – just 

type in the key words in the search box.  I have made some suggestions in blue under each 

area but there are many different activities for each area – take your pick! 

I have also included some ideas (in red) for practical maths activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In maths pupils should consolidate learning in the following areas: 

2D shapes  

 recognise and name square, triangle, rectangle, circle and hexagon  

 find these shapes in the environment 

 make patterns using shapes 

 talk about the properties of shapes eg a square has 4 equal sides and four corners/ a 

rectangle has 4 sides, 2 long and 2 short etc. 

Through the binoculars regular 2d shapes powerpoint game 

Everyday 2d shapes photo powerpoint 

Go on a shape hunt around the house or garden – draw what you find 

Collect objects from around the house or garden and sort into different groups 

Send children off to find something that is a particular shape or set a timer to see how many 

of a particular shape they can find in a minute or two.  These activities work for 2d or 3d 

shapes 

3D shapes 

 recognise and name cube, cuboid, pyramid, cylinder and sphere 

 find these shapes in the environment 

 talk about the properties of these shapes eg how many corners/ flat faces / curved 

faces  

 recognise that a cube has square shaped faces etc 

3D shapes interactive powerpoint 

3D shapes revision warm up and Revision powerpoint 

Everyday 3D shapes powerpoint 

 

Money 

 recognise coins 

 make amounts up to 10p using different combinations of coins – increase to 20p and 

beyond according to understanding 

Money matching powerpoint 

How much money in my piggy bank? 

Worksheets to match 

Let children sort the coins from their moneybox 

Let them try to find the right money to pay for things themselves 

Set up a pretend shop and buy things 

Arrange coins in order of value 

 

Time 

 Recognise the time to the hour  (to the half hour if confident) 

 Use everyday language to talk about time – eg tomorrow it will be Friday, yesterday 

was Wednesday.  Or in 2 days it will be my birthday 

 Know the days of the week and months of the year in order 

Interactive clock face template 

Telling the time powerpoint 

Use a paper plate and split pin to make your own clock with working hands – ask children to 

make different times ( to the hour and possibly half hour) 

Read the Bad Tempered Ladybird  



 

Number  

 Recognise and order numbers to 20 (and beyond) 

 Write numbers to at least 20 correctly 

 be able to say the number that is 1 more and 1 less than any number to 20 

 count reliably up to 20 objects (and beyond )  

 make a sensible estimate of up to 20 objects 

 add numbers using a range of methods, including counting on along a number line, 

practical apparatus (eg counters or blocks) and mental strategies such as counting on 

from the biggest number 

 subtract smaller numbers from larger numbers by counting the number of objects left 

or by counting back along a number line 

 halve numbers to 10 (20) 

 double numbers to 10 

 share objects equally  

 

Where possible ask children to count – eg forks and spoons at meal times 

Cakes when you are baking  

Eggs in an egg box 

Pebbles/ stones / leaves – anything 

Make collections of objects and label with the correct numeral 

Make a set of cards with numbers up to at least 20 – ask children to arrange in order 

smallest to largest and largest to smallest 

Pick three cards and arrange in order large/ small  or small/large 

Pick a card and say 1 more or 1 less 

Count how many blocks in your lego tower 

Ask children to make a model using 20/30/40 blocks etc  or 20 green blocks and 15 yellow 

blocks – how many altogether ? 

Using dice – ask children to roll 2 or 3 dice and add together the number – are there any 

doubles to make it easier?  Eg if you rolled 5  5  and  3  you could encourage them to 

remember that double 5 is 10 so 10 add 3 is 13.  

 

Powerpoint presentations, activities and worksheets can be found in all these areas on 

TWINKL – just type in the key words in the search box.  I have made some suggestions in 

blue under each area but there are many different activities for each area – take your pick! 

 

 


